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Abstract
Objective: Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease is a major public health problem. In the present study, we aimed to investigate the possible
effects of upper extremity exercises and neuromuscular electrical stimulation therapy applied to auxiliary respiratory muscles on arterial blood gases,
blood pressure, heart rate values, and quality of life in patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.
Material and Methods: Thirty patients who were diagnosed with stage 4 severe chronic obstructive pulmonary disease by a pulmonologist and
who needed intensive care were included in the study. The patients were equally allocated into two groups containing 15 patients each: control and
intervention. Both groups were given an unassisted upper extremity exercise program for four weeks, and only one group was given neuromuscular
electrical stimulation on auxiliary respiratory muscles for 10 days. Arterial blood gas measurements, peak heart rate, and breathing frequency were
recorded. St. George’s Respiratory Questionnaire and short form-36 were performed for the evaluation of the quality of life. Functional capacity was
determined by functional independent measurement. Evaluations of the patients were performed on the 1st, 8th, 15th, and 30th days of the study.
Results: There were statistically significant improvements in peak heart rate, breathing frequency per minute, and functional independency scores
in the group where exercise and neuromuscular electrical stimulation had been concomitantly applied (p<0.05).
Conclusion: This study revealed positive effects of neuromuscular electrical stimulation in addition with therapeutic exercises on the cardiorespiratory
system in the short run.
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Introduction
Pulmonary rehabilitation has gained importance in the treatment of respiratory diseases, especially since over the last decades.
Pulmonary rehabilitation mainly consists of two components:
“physical exercise” and “self-management.” Exercise therapy includes training of the lower limb muscles (e.g., bicycle, treadmill,
walking), upper limb muscles (e.g., stationary bicycle for the arms),
and respiratory muscles for increasing strength and endurance.

The self-management program predominantly aims to instruct the
patient about the disease and prevent further complications (1).
The rate of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD)
is still high in developed countries, although the main risk factors such as smoking habit and air pollution magnitude tend to
decrease (2). Dyspnea, muscle weakness, exercises intolerance,
deterioration in the quality of life, and emotional disturbances
are frequently observed in COPD patients (3,4).
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Proper pulmonary rehabilitation performed in COPD patients increases their response rates to therapy and decreases
their disability and mortality (4,5). The rehabilitation program
performed in COPD patients who are in need of intensive care
consists of positioning, passive and active exercises, continuous
rotation, percussion and vibration, respiratory and peripheral
muscle stretching exercises, or electrical stimulation to these
muscles (6). Breathing exercises are used to decrease dyspnea
in non-intubated patients. It has been shown that peripheral
muscle training in COPD patients aids patients relieve from respiratory failure and leads to a significant increase in the exercise
capacity of patients (4-6).
Neuromuscular electrical stimulation (NMES) is frequently
performed to preserve or improve muscle mass, strength, and
function, especially in the impaired muscles of immobilized patients. NMES stimulates targeted motor neurons with a low voltage to increase muscle strength in COPD patients who are on
a mechanical ventilator to decrease the respiratory speed (7).
In this study, we aimed to investigate the possible effects of
NMES in combination with pulmonary rehabilitation on arterial
blood gases, blood pressure, heart rate values, and quality of life
in stage 4 severe COPD patients.

Material and Methods
a. Patient selection
Thirty patients (28 males, 2 females) who were diagnosed
with stage 4 severe COPD, as defined by Global Initiative for
Chronic Lung Disease (GOLD) (8), by a pulmonologist who
needed invasive mechanical ventilation in the intensive care unit
(ICU) were included in the study. The patients were equally allocated to two groups: control and intervention. Each group contained 15 patients. The patients were randomized with regard
to application turn according to the equation n, n+2, n+4 for
the control group and n+1, n+3, n+5 for the intervention group.
Inclusion criteria
a. COPD patients who developed respiratory failure
b. Patients satisfying the criteria for the need of ICU
c. Patients who were followed for at least 24 h in the ICU
Exclusion criteria
a. Unstable cardiovascular disease (unstable angina, aortic
valve disease)
b. Uncontrolled hypertension
c. Malignancy
e. Liver and/or kidney failure
f. Severe systemic chronic diseases
g. Orthopedic problems (fracture, joint subluxation, etc.)
that could interfere with rehabilitation programs
h. The patients with fever and who are under the probable
effects of acute medication changes were not included in
the study
b. Treatment applications
The duration of the study was four weeks. The study protocols were approved by the “Trakya University Faculty of Medicine, Ethics Committee.” Informed consent was obtained from
all patients prior to their inclusion to the study.

Control group
The patients in this group were prescribed upper extremity
range of motion (ROM) exercises. Shoulder flexion, extension, abduction, adduction and rotation and elbow flexion and extension
ROM exercises were applied passively by a physician for 30 days.
During the early stages, the duration of the program was as long as
the patient could tolerate and was 10 min a day on following days.
After the patients left the ICU, they had a chest physiotherapy program including controlled breathing techniques.
After leaving the ICU, the patient’s relatives were instructed
about controlled breathing techniques and pulmonary physiotherapy. Patients were applied 15 min percussion and vibration (5 min of session, three times a day). They performed
pursed lips breathing and diaphragmatic breathing exercises
for 5 min each day.
Intervention group
The patients in this group had the same upper extremity
ROM exercises and after ICU programs as those in the control
group. Additionally, NMES to auxiliary respiratory muscles was
applied 20 min a day. NMES was applied to the pectoral major,
trapezius, and latissimus dorsi muscles for the first 10 days with
a COMPEX device (MI theta PRO, Switzerland). The amplitude
was switched between 20 and 25 mA according to the patients’
tolerance, and the wave frequency was 50 Hz. Biphasic symmetrical waves with 6 s duration of contraction, 1.5 s of increase,
and 0.75 s of decrease were used.
c. Measurements
• Evaluation of the patients was performed on the 1st, 8th,
15th, and 30th days of the study.
• Arterial blood gas measurements were taken with a blood
gas analyzer in the central laboratory (Roche Cobas b
2-21, Japan).
• Peak heart rate per minute was measured in all patients
(During the day, the values were determined before the
first medical treatment).
• Breathing frequency per minute was evaluated (During
the day, the values were

determined before the first medical treatment).
• St. George’s Respiratory Questionnaire (SGRQ) and short
form-36 (SF-36) were evaluated for the evaluation assessment of the quality of life. During the inquiry, the patients’
relatives held to answer questions if the patient had an unconscious state.
• Functional capacity was determined by functional independent measurement (FIM).
Arterial blood gas measurement
Blood samples were taken from the radial or femoral arteries of the patients with heparin washed injector’s obeying the
rules of infection protection, and they were sent to the central
laboratory of the Hospital in 20 min. The blood samples were
preserved in ice in 2 ml syringes with heparin and were analyzed
1 h after their collection using gas testing equipment (Roche
Cobas b 2-21, Japan) for determining the oxygen saturation.
Blood gas measurements of the patients were repeated on 1st,
8th, 15th and 30th days during hospitalization.
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Saint George’s Respiratory Questionnaire
• The study participants filled the SGRQ form at the beginning and 30 days after the intervention.
• SGRO investigates the quality of life related to pulmonary
diseases. It is a validated and self-administered questionnaire in this area.
• It has 50 questions enquiring about respiratory symptom
activity limitations caused by breathlessness and the overall effect of pulmonary disease on social and psychological
functioning.
• The scoring is between 0 and 100, and 100 denotes the
most severe symptoms and limitations (9).
Short Form-36 Quality of Life Questionnaire
• The study participants filled the SF-36 form at the beginning and 30 days after the intervention.
• The quality of life was measured by the SF-36 survey,
which is valid and reliable in Turkish. It investigates eight
major headings by asking 36 questions.
• Here, 10 items evaluate physical functioning, four items
physical role, two items bodily pain, five items general
health, four items vitality, two items social functioning,
three items emotional role, and five items mental health.
• Evaluation range is between 0 and 100 for each item, 100
being the best score (10).
Functional independent measurement scale
Functional independent measurement is an 18-item instrument that assesses disability in terms of what level of assistance
an individual needs to perform various activities. FIM assesses
independence in functional skills such as dressing, bathing, eating, mobility, locomotion, communication, and social interaction. In terms of construct validity, the FIM instrument measures
two-dimensional domains of motor and cognitive functions.
Each item is assessed by a clinician on a scale of 1 (total assistance) to 7 (complete independence) (11).
d. Statistical analysis
Results were expressed as mean±standard deviation. The
normality distribution of the numerical variables was tested using the one sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov test. Differences between the intervention and control groups were compared using
the Student’s t-test for normally and the Mann–Whitney U test
for non-normally distributed data. Four different measurements
(1st, 8th, 15th, and 30th days) in each group were compared using
the repeated measures ANOVA test, and then, Bonferroni post
hoc test was used for multiple comparisons when a significant
difference was obtained. Covariance analysis (ANCOVA test) was
used for the comparison of change from the 1st to 30th days between the intervention and control groups. Statistical Package
for the Social Sciences 20.0 (IBM SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA)
statistical software was used for statistical analysis. A p value of
<0.05 was considered as statistically significant.

Results
There were no significant differences with regard to demographic parameters between the groups (Table 1). At the end of the
third day, six patients in the control group and four patients in the
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intervention group could not relieve from ventilator. No significant
differences could be found in terms of weaning from mechanical
ventilation duration between the groups (p=0.471, Table 2).
Peak heart rate per minute values were significantly different
between the group on the 15th and 30th days (p<0.001, p=0.008,
respectively). Evaluation on the first and eighth days did not reveal a significant difference in terms of peak heart rate per minute values (p=0.478, p=0.092, respectively). The comparison of
peak heart rate per minute measurements between the baseline
and the end of the study on the 30th day showed significant intragroup changes in both groups (p=0.03, p<0.001) (Table 3).
The mean respiratory rate values on the 30th day were found
to be significantly different between the groups (p=0.003). Respiratory rate values on the 1st, 8th, and 15th days were not different
(p>0.05). Intra-group variations in both groups between the baseline and 30th day were significantly different (p<0.001) (Table 3).
Oxygen saturation values were found to be different between the groups on the 8th day (p=0.01). The 1st, 15th, and 30th
day evaluations did not reveal differences with regard to oxygen saturation (p>0.05). While there were differences in oxygen
saturation in the intervention group between the baseline and
the end of the third day (p=0.005), it could not be found in the
control group (p>0.05).
All the parameters of SGRQ (symptoms, activity, impact, and
total) were not significantly different at the baseline and 30th day
between both groups (p>0.05). Parameters other than “activity” changed significantly from the baseline to the 30th day in
both groups (p<0.05) (Figure 1, 2).
Table 1. The demographic characteristics of patients

Female
Male

Control group
Mean±SD

Intervention group
Mean±SD

1

1

p

14

14

Age (year)

69.93±11.0
(50-87)

66.06±13.86
(40-88)

>0.05

Weight (kg)

76.40±15.9
(50-110)

76.93±18.66
(48-100)

>0.05

Height (cm)

172.26±7.39
(160-180)

170.66±10.04
(152-185)

>0.05

BMI (kg/m2)

25.66±4.5
(17.30-33.95)

26.63±7.39
(17.30-41.12)

>0.05

Disease duration (year)

10.73±12.9
(1-50)

8.33±7.68
(1-30)

>0.05

Smoking (pack/year)

34.53±19.5
(0-65)

30.26±16.76
(0-50)

>0.05

BMI: body mass index

Table 2. Average length of stay on mechanical ventilation
Control group
Mean±SD
Average length of stay
18.13±11.08
on mechanical ventilation
(3-30)

Intervention group
Mean±SD
14.60±10.97
(3-30)

p
>0.05
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Table 3. Peak heart rate and breathing frequency per minute on different visit days
Peak heart rate per minute			
Control group
Mean±SD

Intervention group		
Mean±SD
p

Breathing frequency per minute
Control group
Mean±SD

Intervention group
Mean±SD

p

1 day

106.66±23.77 (82-180)

101.40±5.43 (85-130)

>0.05

25.93±4.18 (20-35)

27.73±3.19 (22-32)

>0.05

8th day

98.73±14.82 (80-132)

91.00±8.66 (75-102)

>0.05

24.53±3.60 (18-30)

24.60±3.45 (20-30)

>0.05

15 day

95.73±12.56 (78-122)

85.00±8.00 (70-95)

<0.001*

23.26±3.41 (18-28)

21.53±3.60 (16-28)

>0.05

30th day

90.73±12.28 (75-120)

80.20±7.36 (70-90)

<0.01*

21.86±3.71 (16-28)

17.66±3.24 (14-24)

<0.001*

st

th

p

<0.01*

<0.001*		<0.001*

<0.001*

Figure 1. Sub-group and total scores of patients in the control
group. The distribution of parameters in Saint George’s Respiratory Questionnaire

Figure 2. Sub-group and total scores of patients in the intervention group. The distribution of parameters in Saint George’s
Respiratory Questionnaire

Physical function scores, which are a subset of SF-36, improved
significantly from the baseline to the 30th day in both control and
intervention groups (p=0.02, p=0.021). Improvement in body pain
scores was significant in the intervention group (p=0.034) but not
in the control group, whereas general health, vitality, and social
function parameters changed significantly in both groups. The significant improvement of emotional role score found in the control group (p=0.019) was not observed in the intervention group
(p>0.05). Mental health seemed to recover significantly in both
groups after the study period (p<0.001).
All subsets (motor score, cognitive score) and overall scores
of FIM improved significantly in both groups from the first day
to the last.

tients with COPD. Positioning, mobilization, manual hyperinflation, and respiratory physiotherapy treatment programs are the
usual interventions applied to these patients in the ICU. Patients
in need of intensive care experience difficulties in participation
in pulmonary rehabilitation programs as they are very weak in
terms of physical capacity. There are many studies on the effectiveness of mobilization in ICU patients with COPD (14). Nava
et al. (15) investigated the effectiveness of the rehabilitation
program consisting of active lower/upper extremity exercises
and progressive mobilization activities that are added to the
standard medical therapy for exercise tolerance and dyspnea
in COPD patients with respiratory failure connected to the mechanical ventilator. As a result, they reported that the pulmonary
rehabilitation program was successful to help develop exercise
tolerance and reduce dyspnea. They recommended early pulmonary rehabilitation programs to COPD patients treated in the
ICU. We tried to define the efficacy of upper extremity exercises
and NMES on mechanical ventilatory need and weaning from
the mechanical ventilator. In addition, we also investigated the
effects on physical and functional independence.
Arguments continue regarding the duration of pulmonary rehabilitation programs. The prolongation of duration of rehabilitation programs was shown to further improve all the parameters
that are expected to improve with such programs (16). However,
it is known that starting rehabilitation early is more important for
ensuring the function, reduction of functional loss, early recovery,
ensuring autonomy, and decreasing the hospitalization duration.

Discussion
COPD is a common disease characterized by acute attacks
of respiratory distress affecting the quality of life of patients and
is an important cause of mortality and morbidity. According to
data in 2000, the number of patients diagnosed with COPD in
the world was 52 million, and 2.74 million died as a result of
COPD. Acute attacks are the most important cause of morbidity and mortality, and the mean number of attacks per year was
found to be 3. The harms of smoking are described to patients
through instruction programs consisting of exercises and controlled breathing techniques to prevent acute attacks (12,13).
Dyspnea and peripheral muscle weakness cause deteriorations in the quality of life and activities of daily living in ICU pa-
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We started rehabilitation on the first day of hospitalization and assessed the evaluations performed at the end of fourth week taking
the length of stay in the ICU into consideration. We think further
programs added more to the effectiveness.
It was shown that rehabilitation programs in COPD patients
have a limited value for the improvement of pulmonary function
tests and arterial blood gases but that they have significant effects on the quality of life, dyspnea, functional capacity, anxiety,
and depression.
Gezgen et al. (17) evaluated the effect of upper extremity
exercise added to the rehabilitation program on pulmonary
function and the quality of life in COPD patients, and they indicated that this rehabilitation program shows a positive effect on
exercise performance, dyspnea score, and quality of life, whereas no additional effect of upper extremity exercises could be
found. Zanotti et al. (18) reported that active limb mobilization
and electrical stimulation of muscles in COPD patients bound to
mechanical ventilator has positive effects such as the reduction
of wheelchair to bed transit time, reduction of respiratory rate,
and increase in O2 saturation. We wanted to benefit from the
muscle strengthening effect of NMES, which was shown to increase the strength of upper extremity and auxiliary respiratory
muscles in prior studies. We observed that electrical stimulation
in addition to exercise had a positive effect on cardiorespiratory
functions; on the other hand, it did not improve time to leave
the ventilator. Electrical stimulation increased the positive effect
of exercises when applied to small muscle groups.
Dourado et al. (19) demonstrated the positive effects of rehabilitation on the quality of life in COPD patients. In our study,
although we observed a positive impact on the quality of life in
both groups, no additional effect of NMES beyond the effect of
exercises could be seen.
Implementation of electrical stimulation on peripheral muscles decreases dyspnea and increases exercise tolerance and as
well as the quality of life of patients. The muscle contraction
obtained with NMES is better tolerated, does not disturb the
patient, and has a positive impact on prolonged dependence
on mechanical ventilation. Why we could not find this positive
effect on functional independence may be related to the clinical
situations and demographic properties of patients (20).
There are some limitations in our study. The most important limitations are the small number of patients enrolled and
short follow-up. Additional problems in COPD patients who are
treated in ICUs may restrict the number of patients enrolled.
The short duration of the study was also related with the uncontrolled length of stay in the ICU.

Conclusion

Informed Consent: Written informed consent was obtained from
patients who participated in this study.
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